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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the Student Success Act was passed, it was designed to provide the resources districts need for support. Beyond the formula dollars, ODE has also worked to provide better tools to meet the promise of SSA. This is one of those tools that is ready for [district leaders] to use in the year ahead. Today is a preview to help you think about how you might learn into this resource over spring and summer. The professional learning we’re building is at no cost to the district - i.e. we’re providing the learning at no charge and have built in funding to support facilitation (only cost to a district would be staff time/coverage if needed).And, an acknowledgment. The work and information being shared is important and might spark a range of responses that could include everything from ''it's about time'' to ''I didn't know this was happening'' to ''big concerns''.  We'll try to offer some history and context here - along with some materials and information that we can talk through together when we huddle.—-----------------------------Session Description: ODE has been pursuing a universal and targeted approach to deploy technical assistance, coaching, and high quality professional development that supports the implementation of the Student Investment Account, the 28 programs in the Student Success Act, and the programs aligned in the Integrated Guidance. The legislature allocated about 9M per biennium to develop these efforts which have been slow to develop but are beginning to come to fruition after moving through the state procurement processes. The deep aim for the soon to be released Equity Mindsets and Practices Modules is to support the adult learning conditions across every district and in every community that can support a quality baseline for advancing culturally specific and sustaining education practices in alignment with the outcomes set forth in legislation with specific attention to focal students. Learn more about this new resource ahead of its formal release.
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We’re glad to be here!
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Plan for our time together
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The aim of this session is to:

● Share a grounding
● Introduce learning options
● Take a peek into the content
● Answer your questions and engage in dialogue

Ana Filipa dos Santos Lopes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Integrated Guidance for Six Programs
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ODE (specifically EII) is operationally integrating six 
aligned programs and district responsibilities:

1. High School Success (HSS)

2. Student Investment Account (SIA)

3. Continuous Improvement Planning (CIP)

4. Career and Technical Education - Perkins V (CTE)

5. Every Day Matters (EDM)

6. Early Indicator and Intervention Systems (EIIS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Full guidance pdf and sections on our websiteIt brings together and aligns what were previously 6 separate and distinct application and monitoring processes - HSS, SIA, CIP, CTE, EDM, & EIISUnder the IG, instead, you will experience a single, aligned application and monitoring process.  This alignment has occurred without changing existing state statutes, administrative rules, or federal requirements.  And while it is just 6 of 108 state and federal programs, it is a starting point toward what we hope will be a model for continued integration and alignment across ODE. While it may seem like a lot, it is replacing hundreds of pages of guidance that were previously separated out into each of the initiatives.Alongside the integration of processes, we are also internally aligning to support you so that instead of having 6 different contacts for each program, you have just Angie and myself to reach out to with questions, along with your CTE/Perkins Regional CoordinatorShare link to full guidance and website where the sections are broken up.Link to full guidance: https://www.oregon.gov/ode/StudentSuccess/Documents/ODE_Integrated%20Guidance.pdfAt our new website, you can also find the sections broken out into individual .pdfs (for smaller chunks): https://www.oregon.gov/ode/StudentSuccess/Pages/Innovation-and-Improvement.aspx?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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Well-Rounded Education
Student mental and behavioral health, 
safety, and well-being cannot be separated 
from academic opportunity and 
achievement.
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Four Common Goals

Equity Advanced
Address the predictable disparity in 
academic success and student well-being 
based on poverty, race, language and 
ability.

Engaged Community
Deepening relationships, partnerships, and 
engagement with communities is critical to 
achieve equitable outcomes and build 
healthy school and district systems.

Strengthened Systems & Capacity
Educational systems are made up of people, 
practices, policies, resources, community 
assets, and partnerships. Joint determination 
is needed to strengthen the capacity for 
whole system success.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples from each programWell Rounded Education-SIA: Meet students’ mental health and behavior needsEDM: Addressing regular attendanceEquity Advanced-SIA: Reduce academic disparities and increase academic achievement for focal groupsCTE: Increase equitable access and inclusion in high-quality CTE and career connected learning activitiesHSS: Increase equitable access to advanced courseworkEngaged Community-CIP: Establishes ongoing opportunities to engage education and community partnersStrengthened Systems & Capacity-EIIS: Increase system capacity for indicator data collection and analysisHSS: Improve student progress toward graduation & increase graduation rates
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These initiative have been aligned programmatically in order to elevate the common elements and goals that they share, in order to leverage multiple strategies and funding sources to implement that cohesive plan to positively impact studentshave those common elements-- authentic engagement, equity-based decision making, focus on students who have been historically marginalized by the educational system, implementing a comprehensive needs assessment, and strengthening the continuous improvement cyclethis slide aims to bring these programs into coherence and to focus, ultimately striving for these common goals of well-rounded education, equity advanced, engaged communities, strengthen systems and capacityAnd again, outcomes and strategies for each initiative coming together in that single strategic plan to support both the goals, as well as enhance sustainability
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Early Indicator and 
Intervention Systems 
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Type of Offering: Cohort Based 
Scheduled Learning Series 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Address public officials
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Early Indicator and Intervention Systems

An Early Indicator and Intervention System (EIIS) is a 
collaboration among K-12 educators, parents, and 
communities to use data effectively to keep students on the 
pathway to graduation and transition to postsecondary 
education and career pathways through the use of a unified 
system that integrates, extends, and increases the capacity 
of existing student support efforts, including early warning, 
on-track, and multi-tiered support systems.
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Everyone Graduates Center
John Hopkins University

every1graduates.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Saskia

http://new.every1graduates.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/20190918_EGC_EWSManual_Final2.pdf
http://new.every1graduates.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/20190918_EGC_EWSManual_Final2.pdf
http://new.every1graduates.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/20190918_EGC_EWSManual_Final2.pdf
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A Strengths-based Approach to Student Success

The shift to student success systems supports a more student-centered, holistic, 
relationship-based, and equity-grounded approach to effectively support students.
The EIIS is a system that puts into practice shifting mindsets that dismantle 
inequitable systems within education.

10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Saskia
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How do you know? …. EIIS Indicators

Traditional Indicators
• Attendance
• Behavior
• Course Grades
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Expanded Indicators
• Agency
• Belonging
• Connectedness
• Social-Emotional 

Well-Being

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most crucial aspects of student systems is a commitment to know our students deeply and pay close attention early and often to their needs.ODE’s EIIS reinforces the concept of student-centered supports and takes a strengths-based, holistic approach grounded in equity.SEL Framework
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When Designing and Enhancing an EIIS …
1. Develop a common belief that all students 

deserve support and opportunities
2. Create sustainable systems and structures 

to proactively keep all students on track 
for success and provide a support plan 

3. Collect and analyze holistic qualitative and 
quantitative student data

4. Use student data to inform appropriate 
supports.

5. Implement processes for monitoring 
students' progress

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While EIIS solutions may differ from district to district, ODE recommends that districts incorporate five key elements into their design – and ensure that student and family engagement inform each one. An EIIS should:Develop shared mindsets – especially as it relates to a common belief that all students deserve the support and opportunities to thrive and a commitment to using a strengths-based lens rather than a deficit-based one.Create sustainable systems and structures to proactively keep all students on track for success, help identify students who may need additional support, and provide a support plan that builds their competency and well-being for those who need it. Families and community partners are considered part of these systems and structures.Implement processes and technology solutions for collecting and analyzing holistic qualitative and quantitative student data, including student and family sources.Use student data to inform discussions with students and families and to advise decisions around appropriate supports.Implement processes for monitoring students' progress and evaluate the effectiveness of supports as well as the system itself, in ways that engage students and families.  As you reflect on these elements, think about your student population, middle or high school, and what aspects of your teams’ practices you want to celebrate. We’re not only learning with one another, we’re learning from one another. You’ll have a chance to unpack these strengths and areas for improvement in your current system.   
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EIIS: Foundations for Student 
Success Available now

EIIS at Middle and High School Beginning in January 2024

EIIS Year Long Cohort Available in 2024-25

EIIS Professional Learning:
A Lever for Student Success and School Improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The design of the Early Indicator and Interventions Systems (EIIS) program is to provide professional learning opportunities and technical assistance to all districts, charter schools, and other public schools in Oregon. ODE is excited provide robust professional learning opportunities available for the 2023-24 school year. Professional Development Units (PDUs) available. With the right approach, an early indicator and intervention system (EIIS) can be a lever for student success, school improvement, equity, and family engagement.Equip your team with the knowledge and skills to get the most out of your EIIS with these free virtual team-based learning opportunities from ODE and Education Northwest. Designed for teams of about 4–6 educators and leaders, these series offer in-depth learning and training you can immediately apply to your own EIIS.
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EIIS: Foundations for Student Success

Intended for school and district teams in all stages 
of EIIS implementation.

• Resources and skills to expand and deepen 
student success systems to
• understanding students’ needs
• reflect on current system
• develop plans for improvement  and 

implementation.
• Aligned with Oregon SEL Framework, Oregon 

Equity Lens, and positive youth development, 
equity-centered data practices.

14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EIIS: Foundations for Student Success Well suited for school and district teams in all stages of EIIS implementation, this series will provide participants with resources and skills to expand and deepen EIIS best practices. The series includes synchronous and asynchronous learning sessions, as well as optional consultation with facilitators. All sessions are virtual. Districts and schools are encouraged to have four to six person teams of teachers and leaders participate in the series to build a common foundation to initiate or enhance EIIS.  This series will be repeated three times during the 2023-24 school year. There may be more than one group per cohort, depending on registration. Each learning group will be between 20 and 50. Synchronous sessions will be held from 4:00 to 5:30 PM during the weeks denoted by green highlights in the schedule below, with the exception of Session 1, which will be held from 4:00 to 6:00 PM. The specific day of the week for the synchronous sessio
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EIIS: Foundations for Student Success
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Five virtual, synchronous group learning 
sessions facilitated by Education NW and 

FHI360.
Districts and schools are encouraged to 

have four to six person teams of teachers 
and leaders participate in the series to build 
a common foundation to initiate or enhance 

EIIS.
Seven team learning activities that guide 
reflection on the strengths of your current 

systems, support planning.

Up to six hours of consultation and 
collaboration with facilitators for team to 
develop materials to strengthen systems 

within their school and district.

All sessions are virtual over the course of a 
12-week session.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EIIS: Foundations for Student Success Well suited for school and district teams in all stages of EIIS implementation, this series will provide participants with resources and skills to expand and deepen EIIS best practices. The series includes synchronous and asynchronous learning sessions, as well as optional consultation with facilitators. All sessions are virtual. Districts and schools are encouraged to have four to six person teams of teachers and leaders participate in the series to build a common foundation to initiate or enhance EIIS.  This series will be repeated three times during the 2023-24 school year. There may be more than one group per cohort, depending on registration. Each learning group will be between 20 and 50. Synchronous sessions will be held from 4:00 to 5:30 PM during the weeks denoted by green highlights in the schedule below, with the exception of Session 1, which will be held from 4:00 to 6:00 PM. The specific day of the week for the synchronous sessio
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EIIS at Middle and High School 

Intended audience for MS/HS school and district teams in all stages of EIIS 
implementation
• Develop equity-centered data literacy skills and culturally responsive strategies 

and to strengthen and enhance teacher teaming and student-centered supports 
at the middle and high school level.

• Tailored for middle and high school teachers and leaders. 
• Aligned with Oregon SEL Framework, Oregon Equity Lens, and positive youth 

development.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EIIS: Foundations for Student Success Well suited for school and district teams in all stages of EIIS implementation, this series will provide participants with resources and skills to expand and deepen EIIS best practices. The series includes synchronous and asynchronous learning sessions, as well as optional consultation with facilitators. All sessions are virtual. Districts and schools are encouraged to have four to six person teams of teachers and leaders participate in the series to build a common foundation to initiate or enhance EIIS.  This series will be repeated three times during the 2023-24 school year. There may be more than one group per cohort, depending on registration. Each learning group will be between 20 and 50. Synchronous sessions will be held from 4:00 to 5:30 PM during the weeks denoted by green highlights in the schedule below, with the exception of Session 1, which will be held from 4:00 to 6:00 PM. The specific day of the week for the synchronous sessio
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EIIS at Middle and High School 
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Five virtual, synchronous group learning 
sessions facilitated by Education NW and 

FHI360.
Districts and schools are encouraged to 

have four to six person teams of teachers 
and leaders participate in the series to build 
a common foundation to initiate or enhance 

EIIS.
Five team learning activities that guide 

reflection on the strengths of your current 
systems, support planning.

Up to 4.5 hours of consultation and 
collaboration with facilitators for team to 
develop materials to strengthen systems 

within their school and district.

All sessions are virtual over the course of a 
10-week session.  Does not require 

participation in Learning Series 1 (EIIS: 
Foundations for Student Success) to join.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EIIS: Foundations for Student Success Well suited for school and district teams in all stages of EIIS implementation, this series will provide participants with resources and skills to expand and deepen EIIS best practices. The series includes synchronous and asynchronous learning sessions, as well as optional consultation with facilitators. All sessions are virtual. Districts and schools are encouraged to have four to six person teams of teachers and leaders participate in the series to build a common foundation to initiate or enhance EIIS.  This series will be repeated three times during the 2023-24 school year. There may be more than one group per cohort, depending on registration. Each learning group will be between 20 and 50. Synchronous sessions will be held from 4:00 to 5:30 PM during the weeks denoted by green highlights in the schedule below, with the exception of Session 1, which will be held from 4:00 to 6:00 PM. The specific day of the week for the synchronous sessio
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Registration for the Winter Cohort 
closes December 4.

Learning Series Registration Link

Flyer for Both Learning Series

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/ca01a42f20f247cf944cd9d31bdc8443?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://www.oregon.gov/ode/StudentSuccess/Documents/EIISLearningSeriesFlyer.pdf?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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Community Engagement & 
Engaging Equity Modules

19

Type of Offering: Self-Paced 
Online Modules
In Canvas (Free)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Address public officials
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This professional learning series is comprised of modules that 
together provide Oregon educators with a comprehensive set of 
learning experiences to: 
• build critical equity skills and competencies
• support culturally responsive & sustaining pedagogy

Evidence-based, proactive approach

20

This series helps districts respond proficiently, and work proactively to 
meet the emerging needs of their school communities while resolving long 

standing harms that many students and families have experienced.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intention:This series helps districts respond proficiently, and work proactively to meet the emerging needs of their school communities while resolving long standing harms that many students and families have experienced.The series was developed and is being implemented to comply with existing legislation. It is an evidence-based, proactive approach to advancing equity in our state’s education system – so that every learner is fully supported with a sense of belonging and receives an education that prepares them to go out into the world.
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About the Series
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Engaging Equity is a collaboration between WestEd and the Oregon 
Department of Education through the Student Success Act to build out 
resources for educators as they strive to meet every students’ needs. 

The core commitment of the SSA is “a commitment to improving access 
and opportunities for students who have been historically underserved 
in the education system”. 
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Scope & Sequence (total of 18 modules)
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Theme Skills & Competencies Audience

Cluster 1: Racial Equity Foundations Personal Mindsets Everyone

Cluster 2: Culturally Responsive and 
Sustaining Practice

Social-Emotional & 
Instructional Strategies

Instructors & Instructional 
Leaders 

Cluster 3: Applying an Equity 
Mindset to Learner Variability

Community Skills for Distinct 
Learner Groups

Instructors & Instructional 
Leaders 

Cluster 4: Building Equitable 
Educational Systems 

Systemic Competencies Educational Leaders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Racial Equity Foundations - the first four modules in the series -  is a meaningful and foundational professional learning series for educators that has long been needed to support and improve education for Oregon’s increasingly diverse student population.https://www.oregon.gov/ode/StudentSuccess/Documents/EngagingEquityScopeSequence.pdf 

https://www.oregon.gov/ode/StudentSuccess/Documents/EngagingEquityScopeSequence.pdf
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● ODE highly recommends that groups 
engage in this learning together as 
cohorts or Professional Learning 
Communities (PLCs)

● Facilitation is critical - either from 
within your organization or, for 
Oregon Districts, with professional 
facilitation from WestEd.

Engaging with the Modules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t recommend that these modules be used as isolated or individual learning, rather, that teams in groups work through the content together. Moving through the modules on an agreed upon timeline asynchronously and then meeting synchronously to digest and share learning. �Small to mid-sized learning professional learning cohorts (PLCs)Doing this through affinity groups is possible (and takes skill/readiness)
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Cultivating an environment where rich 
and deep level learning can occur

• Assessing the learning environment

• Setting conditions for deep equity work

• Building community agreements

Learning 
Conditions



How to Access?  

Aligning for Student 
Success Professional 
Learning Webpage

Under Engaging Equity
● Accessing Canvas
● Support for 

Facilitation
● Facilitator’s 

Guide

https://www.oregon.gov/ode/studentsuccess/pages/afss_relatedevents.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/ode/studentsuccess/pages/afss_relatedevents.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/ode/studentsuccess/pages/afss_relatedevents.aspx
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Videos & Voices of Racialized Experiences of Students

What do the modules include? Videos & 
Recordings

26

https://ode.instructure.com/courses/410/pages/3-dot-5-optional-activity-video-gallery-and-journal-racialized-experiences-of-students-of-color?module_item_id=25758
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What do the modules include? Visuals
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Justice image, the tree represents the system; and instead of fixing the child, the image shows how we can fix the system to achieve justice. In the work to advance equity, we must simultaneously address the needs of individual students while also understanding that the educational system needs to be fixed, as it is tilted to favor some students over others. In order to truly achieve justice and equity, as individuals, we must focus on addressing systemic barriers by building our own knowledge, skills, attitudes, and predispositions to be more aware of our own biases and to become culturally responsive and sustaining educators. 



What do the 
modules 
include? 
Downloadable 
Activities

https://ode.instructure.com/courses/410/pages/4-dot-5-try-it-out-shifting-bias-based-beliefs?module_item_id=25768
https://ode.instructure.com/courses/410/pages/4-dot-5-try-it-out-shifting-bias-based-beliefs?module_item_id=25768
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Community Engagement 
Modules 
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Type of Offering: Self-Paced 
Online Modules in CANVAS 

(Free)

4 Modules Aligned to the 
ODE Community 

Engagement Toolkit -
Systems Level Point of View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Address public officials
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Community Engagement Modules

30
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Aligned to the ODE Community Engagement Toolkit

31

https://www.oregon.gov/ode/StudentSuccess/Documents/ODE_Integrated%20Guidance.pdf
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Customized Coaching Services 
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Type of Offering: In Person 
Coaching & Professional 

Learning 

● District Level
● School Level*
● Regional or State Level

No cost to participants other than time. 
You may need to pay teachers for extra 
time or to bring in subs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Address public officials
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Equitable Mindsets, Practices & Systems

• WestEd, Community Design Partners

Early Literacy

• WestEd, CORE, The New Teacher Project 
(TNTP)

Middle School Literacy

• WestEd, TNTP, New Teacher Center 

Fiscal Stewardship

• WestEd

Community Engagement Practices

• Community Design Partners, TNTP

Current Focal Areas & Contractors 

33
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● Vendor and district meet to discuss needs and co-develop a customized coaching 
plan

● Analyzing data
● Leadership support in the focal area
● Classroom walk throughs &/or observation
● Modeling lessons
● Meeting with teams of teachers to plan lessons and instructional strategies
● Deliver professional learning 
● Working with focal area coaches to bolster capacity

Example Coaching Activities

34

Year Long Contracts - with 
negotiated number of days 

onsite 
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Email ODE.EII@ode.oregon.gov
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How to express interest?

mailto:ODE.EII@ode.oregon.gov
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We’ve shared 3 resources offered for professional learning:
1. EIIS Courses
2. Online Modules

a. Community Engagement & Engaging Equity
3. Customized Coaching & Professional Learning

What are the ways you’re approaching & planning professional learning?
What additional supports can ODE consider to support you?

Discussion

36
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Thank You! 
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Contact Us
Saskia Dresler

Program Leader, Early Indicator and 
Intervention Systems

saskia.dresler@ode.oregon.gov

Shawna Moran
Education Specialist, Regional Support 

shawna.moran@ode.oregon.gov
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